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Writing Centre Resources
 One-to-One Peer Tutoring
 Writers’ Groups
 Workshops and Seminars
 Online Resources
 Writers’ Space

RWC Events
UL’s One Campus One Book:
o

Encourages students and staff to read the same book and
talk to one another about it during the academic year.

How I Write, Ireland:
o
o

Invites students to interviews which enquire into
how authors write.
Provides recording of past interviews.

Essay Writing Competition:
o

Run by the RWC for secondary school students.

How to Book an Appointment
*
*
*

Go to our website at http://www.ul.ie/rwc/

Click on “Book A Session With A Peer Tutor” on the right hand-side
of the page
Log in and click on a white box for an appointment that suits you
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Academic Writing
Workshop 2: Analysing
the assignment title
and developing a plan
Íde O’Sullivan and Lawrence Cleary
Regional Writing Centre
www.ul.ie/rwc

Academic-writing Workshops
Tuesday 13.00–14.00, Weeks 5 to 8
Graduate Attributes Hub
 Strategies to develop your writing
 Analysing the assignment title and developing
a plan
 Developing and organising your argument;
effective thesis statements and arguments
 Using evidence to support your argument
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The assignment
 The assignment is just one piece of a
puzzle that, when in its rightful place aside
other pieces, limits the scope, while
simultaneously opening up, a field of
possible planning choices.
 One can view these choices as restrictive,
or one can scour the field for creative
possibilities.
 However you view it, your perspective,
too, is a choice that will affect how you
plan your course of action.
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Sample assignments





Explain Collins and Quillan’s Model of semantic
memory. What relevance does it have for education?
Critically assess the arguments that have been
advanced in favour of and opposing universal labour
standards. Does the available empirical evidence
provide support for the idea that lower labour
standards may create a ‘race to the bottom’?
There are a complex body of processes that underpin
how we construct difference among ourselves.
Discuss one of those processes and explore how it
works to produce social inequality and disadvantage.
(From UEfAP.com)
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Possible components of the
assignment






The subject matter or topic
An aspect of the topic or focus
The instruction words or comment
Restriction or expansion of the topic
Point of View
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Course of action: considerations
 The occasion: The assignment question, length,
due date, disciplinary conventions and style etc.
 The topic: What you already know and what you
need to discover. Who talks about this topic in the
research community? What do they say? Do you
agree? Why? Why not?
 Your purpose: Expressive / Expository / Persuasive
/ Artistic
 Audience: Who are you speaking to? Is there more
than one audience? Who is the implied audience?
 Yourself: What are your strengths and weaknesses
as a writer, a reader, a researcher? What other
obligations do you need to work this into?
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Your game plan?
 How does the results of an analysis of your
assignment inform your game plan?
 The scope of the topic in relation to the
length of the paper? (example: a topic with
unrestricted scope in a 1500 word paper)
 Point of view in an argumentative paper?
 The assignment in relation to the writer?
 The assignment in relation all of the other
rhetorical situations mentioned in the
previous slide?

Exercise
Discuss the extent to which Human
Resource Management and its
associated individualism has led to a
demise in collectivism and the role of
trade unions.
The assignment above calls for a 1,500
word paper that is due in three weeks.
Identify its components, analyse it and
decide what it is asking you to do. Then
make a plan taking this knowledge into
account.

The writing process
Pre-writing

Drafting

Editing and
proofreading

Revision
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The writing process is
recursive
 Because the writing process is recursive in
nature, decisions made during the planning
stage will be affected by decisions made later
during the revision stage.
 At every stage of the writing process, therefore,
the written product toward which you work must
be continually checked to determine that it is still
consistent not only with internal points of order
(thesis statement, hypothesis, question, etc.),
but with the external point of order that motivates
the writing task—your assignment.

Some useful links
 The Owl at Purdue. “Understanding
Writing Assignments”.
<https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resour
ce/688/01/ >
 Using English for Academic Purposes.
“Academic Writing: Understanding the
Question”.
<http://www.uefap.com/prepare/prepfram.
htm>
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